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RBB SA to Group balance sheet 1H19 (%)
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53

Core deposits

Advances
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Headline earnings 1H19 (%) 

RBB South Africa an important contributor to Absa Group
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We plan to outperform the market by 2020 …

3|Note: * Estimated market revenue growth

Horizon 1 Horizon 2

Build confidence: Focus on improved 
acquisition and retention and on 

customer needs (beyond banking)

Outperform the market: Differentiated 
offerings servicing customer needs 

collaboratively

Lagging market

Grow revenue 
above market

Remove costs and invest 
to grow revenue

FY13-FY17 FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22 FY23

Absa YoY growth

Market revenue growth *

Expected market share growth

Projected YoY revenue growth for Absa and market (%)

Today

Fix phase: Leverage off our 
strengths while we fix the 

basics across the business to 
drive parity with market growth 
while driving cost efficiencies
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… focusing on five strategic themes

Digital first in everything we doD

Build a new RBB cultureC

Get back to acquiring customersA

Focus on relationships as our coreB

Sustainable structural cost efficiencyE

Be the leader in 
SA retail and 
business banking 
through a 
differentiated 
understanding of our 
customers

Ambition:
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Gaining asset growth momentum at healthy margin
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Change in production margin YoY (bp)

+15 -3 0+67

16

20

15

12

Home loans Vehicle and Asset
Finance

Personal loans Credit card limits Relationship Banking

1H19 YoY increase in production (%)

2
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10.7

11.6

1H18 1H19

310

349

1H18 1H19

Transaction business showing improving trajectory 

RBB SA deposits (Rbn) Non-interest income (Rbn)
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13%
8%
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Strong bancassurance business emerges as we integrate
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35

50

1H18 1H19

Home loans strike rate (%)

43%

70

81

Target at launch 1H19

Personal loans strike rate (%)

16%
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Operating model change is a catalyst for culture change

Removing silos and stimulating collaboration

Drove end-to-end accountability

Customer engagements are now the core of RBB SA’s ways of work

Closer to colleague is becoming a reality

8|
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Made progress in improving our digital capabilities
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26

32

December 2018 July 2019

Customer digital adoption (%)

1.5

4.0

Non app customer App customer

Products per customer (x)
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Enhance security while improving customer experience

Digital fraud

Devices, AI, biometrics and 
analytics

Debit order abuse

Improve customer experience

Fraud operating model

Automating dispute

Debi-check initiative
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Creating efficiency is a key focus to enable investments

>R1bn cost savings in execution in 2019 Funding our change programme that is 
>R1bn in value

Organisation restructuring

Channel right sizing

Optimising processes

Optimise discretionary 
costs

Onboarding experience

Mobile app development

Credit and fraud risk management

Automating processes

Data
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Linking up new generation capabilities

Foundation 
capabilities

Robust customer data 
and segmentation 
Robust customer data 
and segmentation 

Predictive algorithms
• Needs 
• Attributes 

Predictive algorithms
• Needs 
• Attributes 

Prioritisation and 
optimization 
model 

Prioritisation and 
optimization 
model 

Leads distributionLeads distribution Campaign and leads 
tracking 
Campaign and leads 
tracking 

Financial impact 
attribution
Financial impact 
attribution

Hyper  personalisationHyper  personalisation Responsive 
journeys
Responsive 
journeys

Real time triggersReal time triggers
New 
generation 
capabilities

12|
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Human 
relationships

High 
complexity

Low 
complexity

Digitised 
utility
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Future distribution model

We believe in a future 
where human 

relationships have a 
place in banking
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Own 
channel

Ecosystems

Open distribution strategy broadens our reach materially

ATM

App Branch

Web
Call 

centre

eCommerce

Personal services Vehicle

Leisure Home
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Implemented state of the art data infrastructure and tools

R100m R100m 

10x 10x 

6767

700 000700 000

Reduction in data operating 
cost from decommissioning

Storage capacity

Source systems, 17m files,
1 pentabyte of data

Messages per second 
handled real time

Leveraging cloud 
based, real time, 
open source

Investment into 
R&D 

Focus on 
capturing value 
through 
advanced use 
cases
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“If you are not frontline, you are in 

service of the frontline”
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Disclaimer

Forward-looking statements

Certain statements (words such as ‘anticipates’, ‘estimates’, ‘expects’, ‘projects’, ‘believes’, ‘intends’, ‘plans’, ‘may’, ‘will’ and 

‘should’ and similar expressions in this document are forward looking. These relate to, among other things, the plans, 

objectives, goals, strategies, future operations and performance of Absa Group Limited and its subsidiaries. These 

statements are not guarantees of future operating, financial or other results and involve certain risks, uncertainties and 

assumptions and so actual results and outcomes may differ materially from these expressed or implied by such statements. 

We make no express or implied representation or warranty that the results we anticipated by such forward-looking 

statements will be achieved. These statements represent one of many possible scenarios and should not be viewed as the 

most likely or standard scenario. We are not obligated to update the historical information or forward looking statements in 

this document. 


